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Ukraine forces pushed back from key city

KRAMATORSK, Ukraine: Ukraine said Monday 
its forces had been pushed back from the centre of 
key industrial city Severodonetsk, where President 
Volodymyr Zelensky described a fight for “literally 
every metre”. The cities of Severodonetsk and 
Lysychansk, which are separated by a river, have 
been targeted for weeks as the last areas still under 
Ukrainian control in the eastern Lugansk region. 

Regional governor Sergiy Gaiday said Monday 
Russian forces were “gathering more and more 
equipment” to “encircle” Severodonetsk, and that 
they had “pushed our troops from the centre and 
continue to destroy our city”. 

The local Azot chemical plant, where hundreds of 
civilians have reportedly taken refuge, was being 
“heavily shelled”, Gaiday said. In Lysychansk, bom-
bardments killed three civilians, including a six-
year-old boy, he said.Severodonetsk had been “de 
facto” blocked off after Russian forces blew up the 
“last” bridge connecting it to Lysychansk Sunday, 
Eduard Basurin, a representative for pro-Russian 
separatists, said Monday. 

“The Ukrainian units that are there, they are 
there forever. They have two options: to surrender 
or die,” Basurin said. On Sunday, Zelensky said the 
latest fighting in Severodonetsk was “very fierce”, 
adding that Russia was deploying undertrained 
troops and using its young men as “cannon fodder”. 

Russia’s massed artillery in that region gave it a 
tenfold advantage, the commander-in-chief of the 
Ukrainian military, Valeriy Zaluzhny, said Sunday. 
“Every metre of Ukrainian land there is covered in 
blood-but not only ours, but also the occupier’s.” 

The capture of Severodonetsk would open the 
road for Moscow to another major city, Kramatorsk, 
in their steps toward conquering the whole of 
Donbas, a mainly Russian-speaking region partly 
held by pro-Russian separatists since 2014. 

 
‘War crimes’  

On Monday, Amnesty International accused 
Russia of war crimes in Ukraine, saying that attacks 
on the northeastern city of Kharkiv-many using 
banned cluster bombs-had killed hundreds of civil-

ians. “The repeated bombardments of residential 
neighbourhoods in Kharkiv are indiscriminate 
attacks which killed and injured hundreds of civilians, 
and as such constitute war crimes,” the rights group 
said in a report on Ukraine’s second biggest city. 

Away from the battlefield, World Trade 
Organization members gathered in Geneva 
Sunday, with the threat posed to global food secu-
rity by Russia’s war in wheat-producing Ukraine 
top of the agenda. 

Tensions ran high during a closed-door session, 
where several delegates took the floor to condemn 
Russia’s war, including Kyiv’s envoy who was met 
with a standing ovation, WTO spokesman Dan 
Pruzin told journalists. 

Just before Russian Minister of Economic 
Development Maxim Reshetnikov spoke, around 
three dozen delegates “walked out”, the spokesman 
said. On a farm near the city of Mykolaiv in the 
south, the harvest has been delayed by the need to 
undo the damage done by Russian troops that 
passed through the area in March. 

“We planted really late because we needed to 
clear everything beforehand,” including bombshells, 
Nadiia Ivanova, 42, told AFP. The farm’s warehouses 
currently hold 2,000 tonnes of last season’s grain 
but there are no takers. The railways have been par-
tially destroyed by the Russian army, while any ship 
that sails faces the threat of being sunk. 

 
‘Out of it’  

The war has prompted Finland and Sweden to 
give up decades of military non-alignment and seek 
to join the NATO alliance.  But Turkey is blocking 
their bids and NATO chief Jens Stoltenberg said 
Sunday the issue may not be resolved in time for an 
alliance summit later this month. 

Speaking to AFP, Mikhail Kasyanov, Russia’s 
prime minister from 2000 to 2004, said he thought 
President Vladimir Putin was “out of it”, after seeing 
the Russian leader summon the country’s top brass 
for a theatrical meeting three days before the inva-
sion on February 24. 

“I knew a different Putin,” said Kasyanov, 64, 
who served under Putin but has become one of the 
Kremlin’s most vocal critics. Kasyanov predicted 
the war could last for up to two years and said it is 
imperative that Ukraine win. “If Ukraine falls, the 
Baltic states will be next,” he said. 

 
Chortkiv strike  

The United States and Europe have sent 
weapons and cash to help Ukraine blunt Russia’s 
advance, alongside punishing Moscow with 
unprecedented economic sanctions.Russian forces 
said Sunday they had struck a site in the town of 
Chortkiv in western Ukraine storing US- and EU-
supplied weapons. 

Russia’s defence ministry said the strike 
destroyed a “large depot of anti-tank missile sys-
tems, portable air defence systems and shells pro-
vided to the Kyiv regime by the US and European 
countries”. 

The strike-a rare attack by Russia in the relative-
ly calm west of Ukraine-left 22 people injured, 
regional governor Volodymyr Trush said. 

Concerns eased Sunday over Ukraine’s largest 
nuclear power plant in Zaporizhzhia. Captured 
months ago by Russian forces but still operated by 
Ukrainians, the station had ceased transmitting vital 
safeguards data two weeks ago. 

But plant officials working with the International 
Atomic Energy Agency have succeeded in restoring 
transmission, the IAEA said. Rafael Grossi, director 
general of the UN agency, said it still wanted to send 
inspectors to the plant “as soon as possible”. — AFP

Russian army ‘gathering more and more equipment’ to ‘encircle’ Severodonetsk

BAKHMUT, Ukraine: A local resident walks outside her building, partially destroyed as a result of a night airstrike, in the town of Bakhmut, Donetsk Oblast, on June 13, 2022, amid Russia’s military invasion launched on Ukraine. — AFP
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PARIS: France’s Prime Minister Elisabeth Borne, flanked by French 
Transformation and Civil Service Minister Stanislas Guerini, arrives to deliv-
er a speech during the election evening on June 12, 2022. — AFP

File image released by Pakistan’s Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR) office on 
January 9, 2017 shows a Pakistani nuclear-capable cruise missile after being launched 
from a submarine during a test firing at an undisclosed location in Pakistan.— AFP

PARIS: As the results rolled in for the first 
round of France’s parliamentary elections, the 
leader of France’s new left-wing alliance 
sounded both hopeful and triumphant. 
Speaking from a trendy bar in northeast Paris 
serving as his election night headquarters, 
Jean-Luc Melenchon said the so-called 
NUPES-or New Ecological and Social 
Popular Union-alliance he heads had passed 
its first test in “magnificent fashion.” 

“Everyone should be thanked who made 
this alliance possible, which has ended up 
convincing our citizens that we are ready 
to govern with a programme and with uni-
ty that has never faltered,” Melenchon 

added on Sunday. 
His red-green coalition of leftists, greens 

and Communists is the first such tie-up in 25 
years and has given new hope to the left, 
which has been in the political wilderness 
since 2017. France’s political map has been 
redrawn around three poles: one dominated 
by Melenchon, the centre ground occupied 
by Macron, and a right wing dominated by 
anti-immigration populist Marine Le Pen. 

Yet despite the renewed optimism, in the 
decisive second round of the parliamentary 
election next Sunday, Melenchon and his 
allies are seen as falling well short of a major-
ity. “We’ve confounded predictions. Now the 
challenge is to prove the projections wrong,” 
said the head of the EELV green party, Julien 
Bayou, on Sunday. 

Projections by polling firms suggest that 
NUPES is on track for 150-220 seats under 
France’s parliamentary system, which sees 
MPs elected individually from 577 separate 
constituencies. That is a huge increase on the 
60-odd seats its members hold in the outgo-

ing parliament. 
Macron’s “Ensemble” (Together) coalition 

is projected to remain the biggest party with 
255-310 members, but possibly without the 
289-seat majority. If the shortfall is modest, 
most analysts expect the president to be able 
to govern by tempting over defectors, broad-
ening his alliance to new parties, or doing 
individual deals for legislation. 

Some observers argued that the results 
should not be overestimated as proving the 
appeal of the new left-wing coalition. “There 
isn’t a surge for the left, there isn’t a surge for 
NUPES which scored around 26 percent,” 
analyst Jerome Jaffre from the Cecop think-
tank argued on Europe 1 radio. 

He said Melenchon’s France Unbowed 
party, the Socialists, Greens and 
Communists achieved roughly the same 
proportion of votes in the last elections in 
2017. The gains were tactical: by fielding a 
single candidate in constituencies, the left 
was on track to increase its representation, 
not its share of ballots. — AFP 
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STOCKHOLM, Sweden: The number of 
nuclear weapons in the world is set to rise in 
the coming decade after 35 years of decline 
as global tensions flare amid Russia’s war in 
Ukraine, researchers said Monday. The nine 
nuclear powers-Britain, China, France, India, 
Israel, North Korea, Pakistan, the United 
States and Russia-had 12,705 nuclear war-
heads in early 2022, or 375 fewer than in ear-
ly 2021, according to estimates by the 
Stockholm International Peace Research 
Institute (SIPRI). 

The number has come down from a high of 

more than 70,000 in 1986, as the US and 
Russia have gradually reduced their massive 
arsenals built up during the Cold War. But this 
era of disarmament appears to be coming to 
an end and the risk of a nuclear escalation is 
now at its highest point in the post-Cold War 
period, SIPRI researchers said. 

“Soon, we’re going to get to the point 
where, for the first time since the end of the 
Cold War, the global number of nuclear 
weapons in the world could start increasing 
for the first time”, Matt Korda, one of the co-
authors of the report, told AFP. 

“That is really kind of dangerous territo-
ry.” After a “marginal” decrease seen last 
year, “nuclear arsenals are expected to grow 
over the coming decade”, SIPRI said. During 
the war in Ukraine, Russian President 
Vladimir Putin has on several occasions made 
reference to the use of nuclear weapons. 

Meanwhile several countries, including 
China and Britain, are either officially or unof-

ficially modernising or ramping up their arse-
nals, the research institute said. “It’s going to 
be very difficult to make progress on disar-
mament over the coming years because of 
this war, and because of how Putin is talking 
about his nuclear weapons”, Korda said. 
These worrying statements are pushing “a lot 
of other nuclear armed states to think about 
their own nuclear strategies”, he added. 

Despite the entry into force in early 2021 
of the UN nuclear weapon ban treaty and a 
five-year extension of the US-Russian “New 
START” treaty, the situation has been deteri-
orating for some time, according to SIPRI. 

Iran’s nuclear programme and the devel-
opment of increasingly advanced hypersonic 
missiles have, among other things, raised con-
cern. The drop in the overall number of 
weapons is due to the US and Russia “dis-
mantling retired warheads”, SIPRI noted, 
while the number of operational weapons 
remains “relatively stable”. — AFP 
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